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The title of my speech tonight, suggests that I should give some recommendations to former 

colleagues, and I will that with great pleasure. I cannot guarantee, however, that my 

recommendations will be followed. 

 

Learning from the past 

I would like to refer to my own experience of exit strategies. I looked back at what I said at 

the time of the previous “exit” from the very accommodative monetary policy, in the mid-

2000. I found a very interesting speech - which you can still find on the ECB’s website - 

dated 26-27 October 2006, with the title “Three questions on monetary tightening”, to be 

delivered in Tokyo. 

The speech asked three main questions: When to start tightening? At what speed to tighten? 

When to stop tightening? The main conclusions and recommendations about the first issue – 

when to start tightening - were summarised in a few bullet points. 

“To start tightening: 

• Don't wait too long, especially if the signs of recovery are apparent and interest rates 

are at very low levels. The sooner tightening start, the less tightening might be needed 

later on. 

• To be sure, don’t wait to see inflation rising before raising rates. It will be too late.  

• Use a wide set of indicators and arguments to explain to market participants and the 

public at large why tightening is needed. Money and credit aggregates, asset prices 

and the level of interest rates might be useful indicators of why the time has come to 

reduce accommodation.” 
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Reading back these lines, I still consider these recommendations pertinent, also for current 

times. We must nevertheless take into account the lessons of the past. What judgment can we 

make from the mid-2000 tightening cycle, in major advanced economies? 

I think that we have now enough evidence about the previous exit from the very 

accommodative monetary policy of the early 2000s to suggest the following: 

- The tightening started too late 

- The delay was due to an excessive concern about deflationary pressures, compared to 

potential inflation  

- The attempt to avoid creating too much turbulence in the markets – i.e. a repetition of 

1994 – led to pre-commit to a preannounced pace (“moderate pace”) 

- The tightening proved to be insufficient to achieve over time an appropriate monetary 

stance, given global market environment (“conundrum”) 

- Being behind the curve fuelled the credit bubble, whose burst led to the worse 

financial crisis since WWII. 

 

Is this time any different? 

The question that we may want to address is whether we are currently at risk of making the 

same mistakes of the previous cycle. What should thus be done to avoid it?  

This question currently concerns mainly the US, and later Japan. Europe doesn’t seem to be in 

a situation to exit from the current accommodative stance (it should probably increase the 

degree of accommodation in the near term), although some of the issues we will discuss may 

apply also to Europe in the future.  

Let me start with a general assumption, about human behaviour. If you assume that central 

bankers act rationally, within a certain time horizon, you have to assume a natural bias for 

exiting too late. There are several reasons for that. 

The first is that central bankers are prudent, and thus want to be sure that the economy is 

strong enough before changing the monetary stance and the communication. 
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The second is that the mistake of exiting too soon is revealed much earlier than the opposite 

mistake. Too early an exit may hamper the recovery and the blame will be put immediately on 

the current monetary policy, and thus on the central bankers who are still in office. The 

mistake of exiting too late is likely to be discovered much later, sometimes after years, if 

inflation picks up or when the bubble burst. Alan Greenspan was long considered the 

“maestro” for having avoided deflation in the first half of the last decade. The bubble burst, in 

2007-2008 – after he had left the Fed – and only then was he given some responsibility for the 

late and predictable monetary policy exit four years earlier.   

The third reason is that it takes time for economists, and central bankers, to include new 

information in their decision making process. They thus tend to be late in learning the lessons 

from previous crises and previous mistakes. I would like to elaborate on this point, to consider 

why the usual mistake of exiting too late might be repeated this time around, unless the 

analytical framework is rapidly updated. 

In my view, the potential for making the same mistake this time is actually bigger than in the 

past, for four main reasons: 

1. The nature of the crisis 

2. The size of the entry 

3. The external circumstances 

4. The political environment 

 

The nature of the crisis 

Let me start with the nature of the crisis. It makes a big difference for the calibration of 

monetary policy, including the timing of the exit, whether the crisis is considered to be 

cyclical or whether it comprises an important structural component. The difference will affect 

the estimate of growth potential - which is a key element for assessing the size of the output 

gap, or the amount of slack in the economy, and thus the risks to inflation. 

This type of mistake was done after the first oil shock of the mid-1970s, which was 

considered by many policy makers at the time as a cyclical episode, while the structural 

component was underestimated. As a result, the absolute size of the output gap was 

overestimated and inflationary pressures were underestimated. Monetary policy remained too 
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accommodative for too long and let to an inflation cycle which was broken only through a 

drastic reversal of monetary policy, at the beginning of the 1980s. A similar mistake was 

made in the first half of the 2000s, when the main concern for policy makers remained 

focussed on deflation, while there were few signs of deflation. 

Another mistake which was made in the course of the last tightening cycle was to ignore 

financial variables and their impact on inflation and price stability. The whole academic 

literature focussed on models where money and credit had no relevance, the rate of interest 

being the only policy instrument relevant for controlling macro aggregates. This prevented 

policy makers from understanding that their excessive monetary accommodation was fuelling 

imbalances in the financial sector that would sooner or later lead to financial instability. 

This time around the economy of advanced economies suffered an unprecedented shock, 

experiencing the worse recession since WWII. The cause of the crisis was a combination of 

real and financial imbalances which had built up until they became unsustainable. Growth 

potential was probably lower than expected already before the crisis, and has fallen further 

after the crisis. This means that before the crisis the (positive) output gap was probably much 

higher than estimated, and would have required higher interest rates. It also means that the 

(absolute value of the negative) output gap might now be lower than generally considered, 

which might require a less expansionary monetary policy.     

One reason why such a mistake tends to be repeated lies in the generalised use of Taylor 

rules, which were estimated before crises, with pre-crises data, to assess post-crises levels of 

interest rates. Taylor rules have been given a normative content, while they were initially 

designed with the purpose of explaining past behaviour. They may be useful in projecting 

future behaviour only in the hypothesis that nothing changed in the structure of the economy.  

This cannot be the case in the current environment. We know that the recovery after the burst 

of a bubble is very different and requires much more time compared to a standard cyclical 

downturn. What is less well-known is how the adjustment process in the financial system 

(especially in terms of deleveraging) affects the behaviour of economic agents, and thus the 

effectiveness of standard policy instruments. 

In a cyclical recovery, expansionary monetary policy aims at encouraging consumption and 

investment, by lowering the inter-temporal opportunity cost. Temporarily lower interest rates 

create the incentive to invest today rather than tomorrow, and rational agents may be willing 

to exploit such an arbitrage opportunity. After the burst of a bubble, agents tend to be 
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financially constrained and cannot start spending or investing again until they have removed 

this constraint. Furthermore, having learned from experience, they may not be willing to start 

borrowing again if they realise that pre-crisis levels of debt were unsustainable. In other 

words, after the burst of the bubble agents may become much more risk averse. They tend to 

revisit downwards their estimate of their permanent income – or growth potential.  

Estimating growth potential is very difficult, but experience has shown that the risk of 

overestimation after crises tend to be larger than the opposite risk. 

 

The size of the “entry” 

This leads me to the second difference, between this exit and the previous ones, which is the 

amount of monetary accommodation in the “entry phase”. This is certainly unprecedented, 

both in terms of interest rate levels and the length of period during which interest rates have 

been kept so low, and also in terms of non-standard measures which have impacted on the 

size of central banks’ balance sheet.  

Another interesting – somewhat paradoxical - feature of the current phase is that the degree of 

monetary accommodation has increased over time, especially as the recovery strengthened. 

US monetary policy has become more accommodative compared to last year or two years 

ago, or right after the recession started. This is due not only to the accumulated size of the 

quantitative measures which have been implemented but also to the underlying economic 

conditions. Indeed, the assessment of the monetary stance, in terms of interest rate and of 

liquidity injected in the economy, has to be made against the underlying growth and inflation 

situation. A zero interest rate is much more expansionary if the economy grows and prices 

increase than if the economy contracts and prices are stable or fall. This means that 

maintaining interest rates and a given flow of liquidity injection in the system unchanged 

while the economy recovers does not imply that the monetary policy stance remains 

unchanged but rather that it becomes more expansionary.  

Many central bankers and economists fail to understand this basic aspect of monetary 

economics. 

Monetary expansion has been effective not so much in stimulating investments and 

consumption in the recent recovery, but in easing the de-leveraging process, allowing agents 

to gradually exit from their financial constraints. This explains why the process has been so 
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long and the recovery slower than anticipated. By buying assets from the markets and keeping 

interest rates low, the Fed has facilitated the de-leveraging of financial institutions and 

indebted households, and avoided fire sales. In other words the Fed has absorbed losses that 

would have emerged in the private sector from a disorderly de-leveraging. Part of the losses 

have thus been moved from the private sector to the public sector and part have been pushed 

into the future. The rationale for such a policy is that the public sector is better equipped to 

absorb losses, as central banks can operate even without capital, and that losses will be more 

easily absorbed, when the economy recovers. This strategy may be successful if the overall 

amount of leverage in the economy falls, and the mispricing of risky assets remains contained. 

However, if the mispricing of risk spreads to other parts of the financial system, such as 

equities, the overall capital loss which may be suffered by investors at the time of the exit 

might become very large.  

Here comes the dilemma – we can call it conundrum – for the policy maker. 

The stronger is the economic recovery, the greater is the degree of monetary accommodation 

and thus the risk of mispricing. The greater the risk of mispricing, the greater the capital 

losses that will be suffered by economic agents at the time of the exit. The greater the capital 

losses suffered at the time of the exit, the stronger should the recovery be, in order to absorb 

such losses. To ensure that the recovery is strong enough, the exit might have to be further 

delayed. To sum up, the closer one gets to the exit, the stronger is the incentive to delay it. 

This incentive may be particularly strong also this time around. It implies that the exit is 

likely to produce quite some turbulence in the financial markets, associated with the re-

pricing of risk and the reduction in the amount of leverage. If the central bank is concerned 

about such a turbulence, and the impact it might have on the recovery, it might have the 

incentive to postpone the exit. This produces a vicious circle. 

 

The external environment 

This is an additional source of uncertainty. Economic conditions are slowing down in 

Emerging markets, and appear to be quite fragile in Europe. In Japan, the start of a new 

expansionary wave has created the potential for additional imbalances. The Bank of Japan’s 

new bout of QE has increased leverage at the global level and added to the mispricing of risk, 

including in the US. 
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Furthermore, it has led to an adjustment in exchange rates which may dent some of the 

recovery in other countries, including the US. This may also contribute to delaying the exit in 

the US. Indeed, such an exit could create tensions in the foreign exchange market, leading to 

an appreciation of the dollar exchange rate that could further slow down the recovery; and 

thus the exit. 

In order to avoid currency market turmoil, monetary policy in the various countries may lead 

to a generalised increase in central bank liquidity, and ultimately a mispricing of risk which 

can trigger dear consequences when the bubble will burst. 

There is evidence that the 1987 stock market crash was partly the result of the exchange rate 

policies and foreign exchange interventions to stabilize the dollar implemented from the Plaza 

to the Louvre agreement, between 1985 to 1986. This time around the attempt to stabilize 

exchange rates and avoid excessive volatility may not take the form of foreign exchange 

interventions but rather an alignment of monetary conditions to the most expansionary one. 

This may fuel asset market bubbles and contribute to delay the exit from monetary 

accommodation. 

 

The political pressure and central bank independence 

The fourth difference with previous exits from expansionary monetary policies is the political 

environment. Let me start with fiscal policy. In theory, fiscal policy should exit the 

accommodative stance before monetary policy, in order to avoid a repetition of the early 

1980s episode. If fiscal policy exits later, monetary policy risks being overburdened and has 

to tighten too rapidly, having to compensate for the lack of budget consolidation as the 

economy recovers. The rise in interest rates beyond nominal GDP growth may jeopardize  

debt sustainability. 

On the other hand the very accommodative monetary policies currently implemented in the 

US and Japan have taken away pressure from the fiscal authorities to start tightening earlier, 

given the low interest rate at which the respective treasuries can borrow. 

In fact, monetary policy has increasingly been called to act in support of fiscal policy, putting 

in jeopardy the independence of the central bank. Such an independence will be seriously 

challenged at the time of the exit, precisely because of the shock that the exit will create in 

terms of market volatility. 
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A rise in the interest rate will lead to losses for those who invested at too low interest rates or 

in assets whose value was artificially kept too high by the very low interest rates. This move 

will not be appreciated by the political system, which will want to be confronted with it as late 

as possible, since it will have to bear the consequences of the discontent caused by such a 

decision. The capital losses that the central bank may incur in the exit will add to its 

vulnerability.  

To sum up, this time around the political system will put pressure on the central bank to delay 

the exit even more than in the past.  

 

A painful, and not so gentle exit 

What are the consequences of these four main factors for the exit? 

We can expect – and we can already see – that this time the decision to exit will be more 

difficult, and possibly also more painful. The key challenge is to decide the timing; the second 

is communication. Once the decision is made, the communication has to be consistent.  

As markets will try to anticipate the exit, some turbulence will arise, with potentially negative 

repercussions on the stability of financial markets and the real economy. This is unavoidable, 

especially if markets have followed the guidance of the central bank that rates will remain 

very low for a prolonged period of time. 

When the turbulence arises, the central bank will be confronted with the temptation to step 

back and try to reduce the turbulence by continuing to guide the markets. This may induce the 

central bank to announcing a pace of tightening, with a view to contain volatility, or to push 

forward the expectations about the tightening. Such a reaction is risky because it may foster 

the creation of new bubbles, as in the past. Trying to contain market volatility at all costs, 

especially during regime-changes, may push the central bank into new commitments, in 

particular about the pace of tightening, that are bound to be time-inconsistent. Given the 

uncertainties about the pace of the recovery, any pre-announcement is likely to be inaccurate. 

Markets will over time be led to disregard these announcements, as is the case in several 

countries where the central bank makes forecasts about the future path of interest rates. If the 

central bank tries to convince the markets that its commitment about the pace of the exit is 

credible, it will lose the necessary flexibility as economic conditions change and may further 

fuel the bubble. 
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To sum up, the exit from a very accommodative monetary policy stance is likely to be painful 

and bumpy. However, trying to smooth it may be self defeating and create even more 

uncertainties.   

 

Conclusions  

To conclude, the exit may not be very graceful this time. And it’s not the central bankers’ 

fault. Trying to make it graceful could lead to further problems down the road because it 

would imply further postponing the exit or being systematically behind the curve. 

Exiting from the super accommodative monetary policy of the recent past is indeed a “change 

in regime”, in the Lucas sense. Trying to keep the monetary policy regime unchanged, 

especially in terms of communication, during the exit is counterproductive. It shifts the 

volatility to other parts of the financial system, with greater problems down the road.  

Markets need to understand that getting back to normal will mean less of a guidance by the 

central bank and thus more volatility. The sooner they understand this the better it will be for 

the resilience of the financial markets.  


